Plants provide unique opportunities to study the mechanistic basis and evolutionary processes of adaptation to diverse environmental conditions. Complementary laboratory and field experiments are important for testing hypotheses reflecting long-term ecological and evolutionary history. For example, these approaches can infer whether local adaptation results from genetic tradeoffs (antagonistic pleiotropy), where native alleles are best adapted to local conditions, or if local adaptation is caused by conditional neutrality at many loci, where alleles show fitness differences in one environment, but not in a contrasting environment. Ecological genetics in natural populations of perennial or outcrossing plants can also differ substantially from model systems. In this review of the evolutionary genetics of plant adaptation, we emphasize the importance of field studies for understanding the evolutionary dynamics of model and nonmodel systems, highlight a key life history trait (flowering time) and discuss emerging conservation issues.
Plants provide unique opportunities to study the mechanistic basis and evolutionary processes of adaptation to diverse environmental conditions. Complementary laboratory and field experiments are important for testing hypotheses reflecting long-term ecological and evolutionary history. For example, these approaches can infer whether local adaptation results from genetic tradeoffs (antagonistic pleiotropy), where native alleles are best adapted to local conditions, or if local adaptation is caused by conditional neutrality at many loci, where alleles show fitness differences in one environment, but not in a contrasting environment. Ecological genetics in natural populations of perennial or outcrossing plants can also differ substantially from model systems. In this review of the evolutionary genetics of plant adaptation, we emphasize the importance of field studies for understanding the evolutionary dynamics of model and nonmodel systems, highlight a key life history trait (flowering time) and discuss emerging conservation issues.
Linking genotype to phenotype in the field and the laboratory Advances in genomics and DNA sequencing technology are revolutionizing our understanding of natural genetic variation. Sequence signatures of natural selection can be detected in patterns of nucleotide polymorphism within and among populations. These approaches have identified strong selective sweeps (see Glossary) in humans [e.g. 1], characterized genome-wide rates of positive selection in Drosophila [2] and detected diverse modes of natural selection in plants [3, 4] . Furthermore, recent statistical improvements have provided more robust inference of genomic regions that have been influenced by local adaptation [5, 6] , including the identification of correlations between environmental factors and allele frequencies that are probably adaptive [7] .
Nevertheless, massive data sets on nucleotide polymorphism and divergence often fail to identify signatures of recent, strong selection on individual loci within or among populations. For example, the resequencing of replicate Drosophila melanogaster populations subject to 600 generations of divergent phenotypic selection found no evidence for the fixation of new, unconditionally advantageous mutations [8] , perhaps because evolutionary changes were based on standing genetic variation in linkage equilibrium with nearby polymorphisms. Similar results were found in a whole-genome analysis of 179 human genomes, which showed little evidence for classic selective sweeps [9] . Such findings are not inconsistent with recent adaptive evolution, however, because clear signatures of selection are not expected when adaptive evolutionary change employs standing genetic variation rather than new mutations, or when polygenic complex traits evolve by subtle changes in allele frequency at many loci. Even when population genomic studies succeed in identifying a set of genes or broader genomic regions that are likely to have been recent targets of selection, it is difficult to infer the phenotypic traits that were affected by the changes in genome sequence and the ecological circumstances that imposed the changes in natural selection. For these reasons, analyses of adaptive evolu-
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Glossary
Antagonistic pleiotropy: Genetic tradeoffs that occur at the level of a single locus. Antagonistic pleiotropy can maintain genetic variation across the landscape if alleles at a locus underlying a critical fitness component show clear home-site advantage (elevated fitness in home environment, depressed fitness in contrasting environment). Conditional neutrality: At a single locus, or QTL, an allele might show a fitness advantage in its home environment, but no fitness cost in the contrasting environment. Conditional neutrality can contribute to local adaptation at the organismal level when multiple loci interact to determine fitness and alleles from different environments are conditionally favored at different loci. Forward genetic approaches: These approaches investigate the genetic bases of phenotypes and contrast with reverse genetic approaches (e.g. gene silencing), which identify the phenotypic effects of known genes. Iteroparous vs. semelparous and annual vs. perennial: Iteroparous species mate during multiple reproductive cycles over their lives, whereas semelparous species experience only one mating season prior to senescence. Unlike semelparous annual species, perennial species require multiple years to complete their life cycles. However, not all perennial species are iteroparous, rather some long-lived species mate only once after many years of vegetative growth, and are therefore semelparous. Near-isogenic Lines (NILs): Inbred lines that segregate only at QTL of interest, against an identical genomic background, can be used to fine-map ecologically relevant QTL. NILs can be produced by crossing two inbred lines to create heterozygous F 1 progeny, creating F 2 lines through self-pollination and single seed descent, then backcrossing the progeny to the parental lines and selecting appropriate lines for further study based on trait expression. Recombinant Inbred Lines (RILs): For species tolerant of inbreeding, two inbred parental lines can be crossed to generate heterozygous F 1 hybrids. Through 6-8 generations of self-pollination and single seed descent, RILs can be produced. RILs are primarily homozygous within a line (expected homozygosity of F 6 RILs: 96.9%), which allows researchers to expose genetically nearly identical individuals to multiple environments to study the genetic basis of local adaptation and phenotypic plasticity. Additionally, the recombination of the parental genomes increases genetic variation and facilitates QTL detection. Selective sweep: The rapid rise to fixation (allele frequency = 1) of a beneficial allele reduces genetic variation at linked loci. Vernalization: Exposure of juvenile plants (not seeds) to nonfreezing winter temperatures can promote flowering in some temperate species. Vernalization specifically refers to the length of winter. Vernalization is often an absolute requirement for flowering, but species can vary in the duration of vernalization they need to experience. Corresponding author: Mitchell-Olds, T. (tmo1@duke.edu) tion will benefit greatly from a combination of approaches that link genomic studies with manipulative experiments on individual phenotypes and environmental variables [10] .
Among the experimental systems in biology, plants provide excellent opportunities to study the interaction between genetic and environmental variation, which produces the complex traits observed in nature. Manipulative experiments such as reciprocal transplants can test for local adaptation to relevant natural environments. Forward genetic approaches have provided key insights into the genes that underlie plant adaptations in model systems under controlled laboratory conditions. In this review, we emphasize the need to complement laboratory genomic analyses with field studies of natural populations to understand evolutionary processes in model and nonmodel systems. Evolutionary studies in plants might be more difficult to conduct in long-lived and outcrossing species [11] , yet ecological genetics in natural populations of perennial or outcrossing plants can differ substantially from annual, naturally inbred species that are widely used in plant biology. Here, we: (i) discuss the merits of studying emerging plant model systems and briefly review ecogenomics techniques that can be used in these systems; (ii) review the genetic basis of flowering time, an example of a key phenotypic trait that has been extensively characterized in Arabidopsis thaliana, and highlight the ways in which emerging model systems can enhance our understanding of the genetics of adaptation in this trait; and (iii) discuss the importance of studying plant adaptations in a world that is rapidly changing.
Emerging model systems are focused on phenotypic traits in environments that are ecologically and evolutionarily relevant Early studies of the evolutionary genetics of plant adaptation focused on A. thaliana in the laboratory [12] , but more recently, evolutionary genomic resources are being developed for many other plant species, and A. thaliana studies are being conducted in the wild. (For a synopsis of model and emerging model species, the resources available for each species and life history characteristics, see Table 1 .) Investigations of ecological model organisms, including perennials and outcrossers, will elucidate the breadth of evolutionary processes that maintain phenotypic and genetic variation in natural populations [13] . For example, is most variation actively maintained by balancing, frequency dependent or divergent selection? Or, is variation because of mutation-selection balance or the immigration of maladapted alleles? Do species with different life history strategies and mating systems use similar genetic pathways to produce convergent phenotypes? Studies of ecological model species have substantially advanced our understanding of the genetic basis of phenotypic traits (e.g. flower color; Box 1).
Complex trait variation in natural populations differs from domesticated crops and introduced species in several important respects. First, native species can be studied in the environments where they originally evolved, influenced by ecological adaptation to biotic [e.g. 14] and abiotic [e.g. 15] environments over long periods of time. Alternatively, crop populations and introduced species occupy ephemeral habitats that can be different from the habitats where they originated. Second, native species in undisturbed habitats can retain heritable variation influenced by mutation, genetic drift, demography and adaptation over thousands of generations. By contrast, agricultural and introduced species have experienced possible admixture among divergent founder genotypes, and domestication or migration bottlenecks that eliminate rare alleles from populations. For these reasons, studies in natural populations are especially important for testing hypotheses that reflect long-term ecological and evolutionary 
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Genome sizes indicate the smallest known values within each group. Genome sizes for Boechera and Capsella were calculated from relative genome sizes [99] scaled to Arabidopsis lyrata = 207 Mb [100] . A = annual; B = both annual and perennial genotypes exist; D = diplosporous apomixes; H = hybrid breakdown exhibited by interspecific crosses; I = predominantly inbreeding; IILs = inbred introgression lines; O = predominantly outcrossing; P = perennial; RILs = recombinant inbred lines; S = sequencing in progress . When nonmodel species are closely related to model organisms (e.g. in the family Brassicaceae), molecular resources developed for the model can be exploited in evolutionary studies of the nonmodel species [4] . In plants with short generation times, experimental mapping populations such as recombinant inbred lines (RILs) and near-isogenic lines (NILs) can be generated to detect and fine-map quantitative trait loci (QTL) [19, 20] . Pedigreed lines cannot, however, be easily produced for most long-lived perennial species, but other ecogenomics approaches can be used to investigate the genetic basis of adaptation in nonmodel organisms [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] . Briefly, QTL mapping approaches can be applied to natural populations when the relatedness of individuals is unknown in methods such as genome-wide association studies (GWAS) [26] . GWAS explicitly test for the association between phenotypic traits and allelic variation at many loci, and have a number of advantages over traditional QTL mapping of pedigreed lines [27] . For one, natural populations generally have experienced more recombination than have experimental populations and GWAS can, therefore, map QTL with more precision [28] . Additionally, GWAS incorporate greater allelic diversity than do family-based QTL methods, which rely on phenotypic and genetic differences between the parental lines from controlled crosses [28] . However, population-based methods such as GWAS need to control for population structure, which can confound the detection of significant QTL (Box 2). In contrast to QTL mapping, population genomics techniques identify regions of the genome that exhibit patterns of polymorphism or divergence that implicate natural selection rather than neutral processes [29] . Population genomics approaches can detect the signature of selection at specific loci [29] , but are conducted in the absence of phenotypic data [23] and, therefore, cannot elucidate the genetic bases of phenotypes. Additional techniques such as transcription profiling can be used to link phenotype with genotype, and these will become more important as sequencing costs decline [21, 23] . Finally, humans share key traits with some nonmodel organisms, such as long generation time and complex population history, and investigations of humans suffer from the inability to create pedigreed lines. Evolutionary biologists interested in perennial and annual species could adopt techniques developed for studies of humans, which can complement manipulative QTL studies [30] .
Reciprocal transplant experiments with mapping populations such as RILs or NILs are necessary to study the genetic basis of local adaptation Owing to their sedentary nature, plants can be strongly influenced by locally variable selection, which often results in local adaptation [31] . Divergent selection can drive reproductive isolation and ecological speciation [32] ; however, the genetic basis of local adaptation remains unresolved. Local adaptation could result from tradeoffs at key loci where native alleles show a fitness advantage relative to foreign alleles (antagonistic pleiotropy) [13, 33] . Alternatively, multiple independent loci could interact to produce local adaptation at the organismal level, if alleles at some loci are beneficial in only one environment, but neutral in the contrasting environment, and alleles at other loci show the opposite pattern (conditional neutrality) [13, 33] . Both conditional neutrality and antagonistic pleiotropy can be inferred from QTL by environment interactions when genotypes are exposed to two or more environments and Box 1. Biosynthetic pathways and the ecological consequences of flower color Flower color presents a robust example of a trait with a well-defined, phylogenetically conserved biosynthetic pathway [86] . Anthocyanin pigments are the most common, widely distributed floral pigment in angiosperms [86] . Flux down the three main branches of the anthocyanin biosynthetic pathway determines the production of three major classes of anthocyanins and, therefore, flower color: pelargonidin (red or orange flowers), cyanidin (blue or magenta flowers) and delphinidin (dark blue to purple flowers) [86] . Many macroevolutionary transitions in flower color result from changes in the class of anthocyanin produced [86] . Studies of model (Petunia spp., Antirrhinum majus and Ipomoea spp.) and nonmodel organisms have highlighted the importance of anthocyanins both in flower color and visitation by pollinators and have linked phenotype to genotype within the appropriate ecological context [32, 86, 87] .
Flower color is an ideal trait to address evolutionary questions about gene duplication, pleiotropy and the types of genes (e.g. structural or regulatory) that influence adaptation [32, 86, 88, 89] . Anthocyanin pigments are produced in floral tissue, where they determine flower color, as well as vegetative and other tissues, where they influence herbivore resistance, desiccation resistance and other fitness-related traits [88] . Mutations in the genes that regulate enzymes in the anthocyanin pathway can influence floral color without impairing anthocyanin production in vegetative tissue; however, mutations to structural genes that influence flower color could have adverse pleiotropic effects on other physiological or morphological traits [32, 86, 88] . Consequently, several key questions about flower color evolution remain unresolved, such as whether flower color polymorphism influences fitness directly or if fitness variation results from selection on correlated vegetative traits [86] .
Floral traits are particularly amenable to dissection at the genetic level because closely related lineages can often be crossed under controlled conditions [87] . For example, a recent elegant study of intraspecific flower color variation in Phlox drummondii demonstrated that cis-regulatory mutations to two genes in the anthocyanin biosynthetic pathway affected flower color, pollinator behavior and pre-and postzygotic isolation [90] . Additionally, flower color can be experimentally altered by painting flowers, which permits researchers to study natural selection on flower color without disrupting genetic correlations among floral and vegetative traits and to disentangle the effects of pollinators and other environmental factors as agents of selection [86] . Ecological model species provide many opportunities to investigate flower color evolution.
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fitness-related QTL are mapped. Distinguishing between these alternative hypotheses, however, requires the explicit consideration of the fitness effects of alleles in their native habitats or simulated environmental conditions (Figure 1) . Theoretically, homogenizing gene flow would spread conditionally beneficial alleles throughout metapopulations, thereby reducing the influence of conditional neutrality on local adaptation [33] . Nonetheless, to date, the literature presents more examples of conditional neutrality [34] [35] [36] [37] than of antagonistic pleiotropy [38] , although several studies have revealed both conditional neutrality and antagonistic pleiotropy for different fitness components, sets of environments or loci [33, 39] . Additionally, chromosomal inversions can contribute to local adaptation and reproductive isolation, especially when inversions capture loci that display antagonistic pleiotropy [40 and references therein].
The demonstration of antagonistic pleiotropy requires higher statistical power because the fitness advantage of the local allele must be significant in two contrasting environments. This results in an ascertainment bias against detecting antagonistic pleiotropy. Although QTL mapping provides little evidence that antagonistic pleiotropy maintains genetic variation among populations, detecting the genetic basis of local adaptation requires fitness measurements of native alleles or QTL in undisturbed populations Box 2. Complications of association mapping techniques Population demography, genetic drift and historical events such as population bottlenecks or founder events can confound the discovery of genes that encode adaptive traits [27, 91] . These evolutionary forces can be particularly pervasive in nonmodel systems under field conditions. For example, genetic drift, limited gene flow and divergent natural selection can simultaneously drive population differentiation across heterogeneous landscapes. Divergent selection can generate allelic variation at loci that influence ecologically relevant phenotypic traits, but genetic drift operates across the genome, affecting variation at neutral and nonneutral loci. When populations are subdivided because of both divergent selection and genetic drift, phenotypic variation caused by adaptive loci can be spuriously correlated with allelic variation at neutral loci ( Figure I ). In such cases, population-based approaches such as GWAS have difficulty identifying adaptive loci that underlie phenotypic variation [25, 26] . Statistical tools to control for population structure can eliminate false positives (i.e. marker loci that seem to be associated with phenotypic variation); however, statistical corrections can also discard adaptive loci that truly influence ecologically relevant traits (false negatives) [61] . Because population structure cannot always be controlled statistically, GWAS might best be applied within (not among) populations [25, 26] .
The results of GWAS also depend on the frequency of alleles in natural populations; an allele that has a large phenotypic effect is unlikely to be detected in GWAS if it occurs at low frequency [28] . The statistical power to detect QTL with phenotypic effects increases substantially with the frequency of functional alleles [28] . Furthermore, the precise genetic architecture of adaptation could be difficult to resolve with GWAS. If phenotypic variation is the result of many QTL of small effect, those small-effect QTL could be difficult to detect. Complementing GWAS with other experimental approaches can highlight genomic regions that have important phenotypic effects. Independent evidence derived from traditional linkage mapping of lineages generated from experimental crosses, candidate gene approaches and transgenics (when possible) can be used to corroborate and test the results of GWAS and elucidate the genetic bases of adaptation in nonmodel systems [28, 61, 91, 92] . All QTL mapping approaches require fine-mapping and ultimate cloning of QTL to identify causal genes. where they originated, which has rarely been attempted. Clearly, discerning the genetic mechanism for local adaptation (and phenotypic plasticity; Box 3) requires additional field and laboratory studies of nonmodel species with different mating systems and life history strategies.
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Genetic basis of natural variation in flowering time, a key phenotypic trait: translating from model organisms to nonmodel species in natural environments
The initiation of reproduction is a critical life history transition for all species. In plants, the exact timing of reproduction has clear fitness consequences; flowering too early or too late can reduce the number of potential mates [41] , increase floral damage due to adverse conditions such as frosts [42] and risk incomplete seed development prior to the onset of harsh winter or drought seasons. Selection can optimize flowering to coincide with favorable environmental conditions, thereby contributing to local adaptation in heterogeneous landscapes [34, [43] [44] [45] . Not surprisingly, plant species have evolved to flower in response to reliable environmental cues, such as the duration of winter (vernalization), snowmelt date, photoperiod, temperature, nutrient levels and precipitation [20, 42, [46] [47] [48] .
Flowering time has been investigated extensively at the molecular and developmental levels in the model species A. thaliana [reviewed in [49] [50] [51] and some crop species [52] . In Arabidopsis, the flowering time gene network consists of more than 60 genes [49] , which are regulated by four pathways: photoperiod, autonomous, vernalization and gibberellin [49, 50] . These four pathways integrate extrinsic and intrinsic signals to promote flowering at appropriate times during the growing season. A recent review provides an excellent synopsis of the flowering time gene network [50] .
Orthologs of Arabidopsis flowering time genes influence the transition to reproduction in many monocotyledonous and dicotyledonous species [50, 53] . For example, the floral integrator FLOWERING LOCUS T (FT), has conserved effects on flowering time in Arabidopsis and a diverse array of plant species [49, [53] [54] [55] [56] [57] [58] [59] . Furthermore, the duplication of FT homologs has been implicated in sunflower domestication [59] , and a QTL centered on the genomic region containing the Arabidopsis FT gene, which affects the timing of flowering under controlled conditions and the probability of flowering in field gardens in the mustard Boechera stricta [20] . Recent work suggests that the protein encoded by FT is an important component of 'florigen', Figure 1 . In spatially heterogeneous landscapes, divergent selection in contrasting environments can result in the evolution of local adaptation [31] . Owing to their sedentary nature, many plant species are adapted to local conditions [31] , which can be graphically represented as elevated fitness in their home environments and depressed fitness in alternative environments (a). In all panels of this figure, the genotype or allele is labeled with its environment of origin (1 or 2). The genetic basis of local adaptation has only rarely been investigated in plants. Local adaptation at the organismal level could be because of antagonistic pleiotropy at the single locus or QTL level (b), where native alleles have a fitness advantage relative to foreign alleles. Alternatively, an allele could be beneficial in its native environment, but have no fitness costs in the contrasting environment (c and d). This pattern of conditional neutrality can contribute to local adaptation at the whole-genome level when several independent loci interact to influence fitness and alleles derived from contrasting environments are favored at different loci. For example, at one locus, an allele derived from environment 1 is conditionally advantageous (c), whereas an allele from environment 2 is conditionally advantageous at a second locus (d). Investigating local adaptation requires reciprocal transplant or common garden experiments in native habitats.
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Trends in Genetics July 2011, Vol. 27, No. 7 a transmissible signal that travels from leaf tissue to meristems where it initiates flowering [49, 51] . Grasses, which are only distantly related to Arabidopsis, rely on orthologs of Arabidopsis flowering time genes to flower in response to environmental signals (vernalization in temperate lineages, photoperiod and temperature); however, flowering in these monocotyledonous species is also regulated by genes that have no known Arabidopsis homologs or have somewhat different functions to their Arabidopsis counterparts [50] . QTL mapping approaches have detected loci that underlie natural variation in flowering time in Arabidopsis and colocalize with genes from the flowering time gene network, which have been primarily described using induced mutations [49] . However, these studies have been largely conducted under controlled laboratory conditions and thereby some variation in flowering time in Arabidopsis accessions remains unexplained [49] . Additionally, QTL for flowering time in Arabidopsis detected in field studies might not correspond with QTL mapped in the laboratory and/or do not colocalize with genes known to be from the flowering time gene network [60, 61] . Future research should complement laboratory with field studies to investigate the genetic basis of this key life history trait under realistic natural conditions, which can vary spatially and temporally. The lack of congruence between field and laboratory studies in Arabidopsis [60, 61] and the closelyrelated crucifer B. stricta [20] suggests that additional abiotic or biotic signals might control flowering time in nature, but these signals have not been modeled effectively under laboratory conditions. For example, precipitation influences flowering phenology, and flowering at specific times can enable escape from drought [48, 62] . Nevertheless, we know little about genes that promote or inhibit flowering in response to rainfall or soil water content [63] . Additionally, tropical cereals such as rice and maize do not require vernalization to flower [50] ; other agronomic and natural species that inhabit tropical regions might also rely on somewhat different environmental signals than does Arabidopsis to promote flowering. Experimental manipulations in the field are crucial to investigate the evolutionary dynamics of flowering phenology and detect QTL that differentially influence the transition to flowering in response to biotic factors or abiotic stresses such as drought in tropical and temperate systems. Research in nonmodel systems under natural conditions could illuminate additional, yet undescribed, floral regulatory pathways and relations among genes in different pathways.
Little is known about the genetic basis of flowering time in perennial species [20, 55] . In the iteroparous perennial crucifer Arabis alpina, PERPETUAL FLOWERING 1 (PEP1), an ortholog of the Arabidopsis FLOWERING LO-CUS C (FLC) gene, underlies the perennial response to vernalization [46] . In the annual Arabidopsis, vernalization elicits chromatin modifications that repress FLC and promote flowering; by contrast, PEP1 is only transiently repressed by vernalization in A. alpina, which permits this perennial species to flower at the appropriate time of the growing season over many years [46] . Unlike annuals, perennial species can delay reproduction if conditions for flowering are suboptimal. Thus, annuals and perennials might differ fundamentally in flowering time response to environmental conditions and the genetic architecture of flowering phenology. What extrinsic and intrinsic cues trigger key life history transitions in perennial species? Are these cues similar to those that initiate transitions in annual species? Future studies of the environmental signals and genetic bases of flowering time in perennials could reveal evolutionarily important differences among species with different life history strategies.
Importance of plant adaptation for emerging global problems Drought tolerance Water availability is a fundamental determinant of plant performance in natural and agricultural populations. Strategies for coping with drought stress include drought escape (often by reproducing before the onset of water limitation) [48] or dehydration avoidance (perhaps by the growth of deep roots to exploit subterranean water supplies) [64] . Although traits such as these are amenable to genomic analyses of complex trait variation, attempts to understand the interactions between plant phenotypes and water-limited environments have been among the most difficult problems in plant biology [65] . These challenges reflect the diversity of environmental conditions that can impose drought stress in the field, uncertainty of how component traits can be integrated into whole plant phenotypes to deal effectively with water stress and the need for interdisciplinary experiments combining molecular biology, quantitative genetics and physiological ecology [66] .
Genetic studies of natural variation in drought tolerance have examined plant performance under field conditions [67, 68] or have used genomic approaches to investigate plant responses to water limitation in the Box 3. The genetic basis of phenotypic plasticity Extensive interhabitat gene flow, and temporally variable environments where conditions change within the lifetime of an individual, can favor genotypes that shift their phenotypes based on the environment they encounter (i.e. phenotypically plastic forms) [93, 94] . Phenotypic plasticity is an important strategy to maximize fitness in temporally and spatially heterogeneous landscapes, and QTL by environment interactions for phenotypic traits can reveal the genetic basis of plasticity [95] . For adaptive phenotypic plasticity to evolve, individuals must be capable of responding to predictable environmental signals, and plastic genotypes must have a fitness advantage over genotypes that are incapable of altering their phenotypes [93, 94] .
Plasticity in phenotypic traits can be heritable [96] and subject to natural selection [17, 94] . Nevertheless, little is known about the regulation and genetic control of phenotypic plasticity, although QTL can be mapped directly for plasticity, when plasticity is defined as a change in phenotype over environments (e.g. the slope of the reaction norm) or phenotypic variance across environments [95] . Phenotypic plasticity could result from heritable epigenetic effects that influence gene expression at different developmental stages or in different environments [97, 98] . More evolutionary studies of phenotypic plasticity are needed to (i) quantify the heritability of phenotypic plasticity, (ii) evaluate selection on plasticity in temporally and spatially variable habitats and (iii) dissect the genetic basis of plasticity. Indeed flowering phenology, one of the best-known plant phenotypes (see main text), is a highly plastic trait because the timing of flowering varies in response to seasonal cues; the heritability of flowering time and selection on this trait and causal genes underlying flowering time are often known.
Trends in Genetics July 2011, Vol. 27, No. 7 laboratory [69] . However, few studies have combined both field phenotypes and lab genomics [70] , especially for ecological model systems [15] . Because drought tolerance is important for crop productivity and human welfare, large research investments have been made to elucidate the mechanisms of water use efficiency. Consequently, there is enormous potential for evolutionary studies to apply these results for hypothesis testing in ecological genetics.
Conservation genetics
Habitats in contemporary landscapes are highly fragmented, and species are being exposed to novel environmental stresses because of climate change, the expanding range of invasive species and habitat degradation [48, [71] [72] [73] [74] . Evolutionary biologists that explicitly design experimental studies with these conservation priorities in mind can simultaneously test hypotheses derived from theory and generate results that can be applied to emerging global problems.
Invasive species can have devastating effects on ecosystem processes, the individual-level fitness of native species, community dynamics and species diversity [75] . Evolutionary studies of invasive species have addressed a number of fundamental questions. Does phenotypic plasticity facilitate invasion [76] ? What are the evolutionary dynamics of invasive species in their novel ranges [72, 77] ? Is clinal variation in traits because of adaptation in the novel range or multiple invasions from the native range [78] ? Invasive species are well-suited to studies of rapid evolution to novel conditions, natural selection in the wild and the effects of population bottlenecks and founder effects on additive genetic variation [72, 77] . In contrast to native species, invasive species might experience reduced selection for tolerance and resistance to specialized pests, and selffertilization might be advantageous as a mechanism of reproductive assurance [72] . Many more empirical studies are needed to understand natural selection on phenotypic traits in invasive species and the evolutionary biology of invaders [72] .
Habitat fragmentation reduces the number of populations as well as average population size and increases the extent of geographic isolation [73] . Population bottlenecks, genetic drift, inbreeding and reduced gene flow can erode genetic diversity in small fragmented populations, resulting in increased homozygosity, depressed fitness and population (and species) extinction [73, 74] . Even long-lived wind-pollinated tree species can show reduced diversity, altered breeding systems and increased inbreeding due to fragmentation [79] . Limited genetic variation can constrain adaptive evolution, especially under novel environmental conditions; thus, habitat fragmentation might impede the ability of species to adapt to altered climatic regimes [73, 74, 80] . Empirical studies to date have largely ignored the implications of fragmentation for the evolutionary potential of species, especially in the context of global climate change.
Anthropogenic climate change has already caused species extinctions, altered the abundance of species, disturbed interspecific interactions, resulted in altitudinal and latitudinal shifts in geographic ranges of species and altered phenology [81, 82] . Contemporary climate change is occurring significantly more rapidly than geological climate change is, and species might not have the dispersal abilities needed to track preferred conditions given the extent of fragmentation [83] . Climate change will probably impose considerable selection for stress tolerance. Nevertheless, few studies have explicitly tested whether species are adapting to novel conditions (reviewed in [80] ). Given their shorter generation times, annuals and short-lived perennials might adapt more readily to a changing climate than might long-lived herbaceous and woody perennials. Additional studies are needed to determine whether plant species with different life history strategies will be capable of adapting to novel conditions. Plant species are flowering significantly earlier than ever before [81] , flowering time is highly responsive to environmental conditions [20] and much is known about the genetic bases of flowering time in model species [50] . Therefore, this life history trait could provide valuable insights into evolutionary response to climate change.
Population-level studies of habitat fragmentation focus on genetic diversity and inbreeding [73, 79] . Similarly, studies of global climate change test the ecological and evolutionary responses of species to predicted conditions [81] . We know almost nothing about how habitat fragmentation influences adaptive evolution under projected climate change. Nevertheless, environmental stresses (e.g. climate change) can exacerbate inbreeding depression [84] ; thus, inbred fragmented populations could show a reduced capacity to adapt to contemporary and changing conditions relative to large unfragmented populations. Fragmented populations with reduced genetic diversity might lack variation for key ecological traits such as drought-tolerance. Assisted migration to suitable habitats, in conjunction with the conservation of habitat corridors, could be necessary to prevent dramatic declines in species and genetic diversity [85] .
Concluding remarks
Plant evolutionary biologists owe a great deal to model organisms such as A. thaliana. Molecular and developmental studies of Arabidopsis have greatly advanced our understanding of the evolutionary genetics of critical phenotypic traits under controlled laboratory conditions, and increasingly under field conditions. However, simplified laboratory environments often do not reflect the complex suite of abiotic and biotic conditions that organisms experience in nature. This discrepancy limits the generalities that can be drawn from studies performed entirely in controlled settings [20, 60, 61] . For example, QTL identified in field studies are not always detected under laboratory conditions (and vice versa) [20, 60, 61] . Additionally, heritability values calculated in laboratory studies overestimate heritabilities measured in the field and might, therefore, alter our perspective of the capacity of species to respond to selection [11] . Emerging and ecological model systems will provide insights into the evolutionary forces that shape phenotypes in undisturbed natural populations and will illuminate the evolutionary genetics of species that differ in life histories (e.g. perennial vs. annual), mating systems (e.g. selfing vs. outcrossing), growth strategies (e.g. herba-
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Trends in Genetics July 2011, Vol. 27, No. 7 ceous vs. tree) and other important characteristics. Future efforts need to complement field and laboratory studies to dissect the genetic bases of ecologically relevant phenotypes and understand the processes that promote and constrain adaptive evolution.
